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Platforms Out In
Space Predicted
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"space man" Major David
Force
dial equipment.
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tion of "platforms" at the fringe
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of outer space on which teams grounds of two boys accused vestigation into this backgrounds
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welfare worker, as a third boy trial for murder will depend
operators resumed today.
fixed at an altitude at which
be
on a report submitted by the
was implicated in the case.
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of the De- study the case.
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Johnson,
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boro.
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Maggiolo said he was trying of Calloway County received $26.Johnson had been committed
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lbw "get the feel of the situation." 583 in August under Kentucky's
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are
Hall
and
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to a Danville orphanage when
only a few minor problems at
He sail he hoped for resumption four public asistance programs
Mrs. J. I. flosick, president, and Mrs. N. B. Ellis, recording secretary.
the fatal clubbing and stab- he was eight and later wan
height—most of. them be- with
of direct negotiations between —old age assistance, aid to deKennedy,
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bing of
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the county;
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Old age assistance, $22,869. aid
I. Hosick, president, welcomed
the murder. plot, but he did not
to dependent children, $2423. aid
the new members and presided
leave the camp along with Johnto needy blind. $196; and aid to
over the business session.
son and Hall.
needy disabled. $1095.
A tribute "In Memoriam", was
The three boys are dependent,
Total outlay in the state for
presented by Mrs. Edwin Larsen
Mrs. Johnnie M. Cuningham,
not delinquent children, and were
Murray Hospital personnel are to Mrs. A. G. Outland and Mrs.
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Alfred Wolfson.
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,
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attorneys that his intention in aggregating $129,152, and payShe had been l fo'r ose.lgeek.
A total of -twenty single doses ciriginal skit, telling the history among teen-agers who drop out
a judgment ordering "immediate" ments to disabled needy people,:
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Martin made the opening adThe immunization against Asian
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with E. ft. Ladd and W. E. Glover
that he believed the Fulton City
dress at the annual meeting of
Bay with. relative humidity aver- flu of those "who care for others"
officiating.
School Board already had made
the Kentucky Association of Puaging 80 to 90 per cent for the is given pr tority according
Burial will be in the church
plans to comply with the ruling.
pil Personnel Workers here Monnational t e ports.
straight day.
fourth
cemetery.
The order is part of a default
day.
vaccine
the
that
said
Harvey
Survivors include two daughters
judgment signed by Shelbourne
Humidity will be somewhat will, in all probability, be availHe emphasized the role of the
The Murray High Tigers will
Mrs. Elaine Coleman and Mrs.
last week in a suit brought
iceiver today in the west and able to everyone in Calloway
director of pupil personnel — play their third game of the
Hackett of Murray route
against the Board of Education
central sections. but will still County by the middle of next
better known as truant officer— football season this Friday night Eloise
two; two sorer. John of Murray
by the NAACP. Attorneys for
Mrs. Ira Fox, age 70, died continue too high in the south- month through their family phyin providing guidance for stu- In Murray. This will be their
route two and Paul of Murray
the Negro organization asked this morning at 505 am, at the eastern two thirds of he state, sician.
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of the late Ira Fox, former Princeton
tied one game and lost the
Charlie Vettiner. Dean of Kenreported it was necessary to start
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ducah, who brought the suit.
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on the offtiase and Parker. McMonday. October 14. Bowling
tion room.
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especup
showed
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half-brethers, Kelley Smith, New
Clure,
"What is -a P.T.A.?" is Mrs. Green. 7:30 p.m.; Tuesday. OctoThe cold front that moved
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Concord, Ross Smith of Chicago
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through Kentucky Monday ex- Hart's subject, according to Mr. ber 15, Mayfield, 1:30 p.m.,
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and Grady Smith. Murray route
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Mrs. Fox was a member of
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The funeral of Walter E. TayThe Calloway County
Mr. William C. Adams in- p.m., Owensboro. 7:30 p.m.
new ideas
Mur- pressure behind it is centered
team. The Murray High band and to bring along
lor. age 82, was held Sunday at the First Baptist church of
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a
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Methodist Church in Little Rock,
Also, according to authorities
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Cleo, Kirby and
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of all breast canal; are dis95%
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Edgar
and
He is survived by his wife, J. R.. Eugene.
by the women themcovered
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and Edward Hendon. The
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at the Max
call
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Friends
Rex Diuguid, Vernon Stubbleeco- the local office of the Southern of breast cancer. At least 46%
Churchill Funeral Home until
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snapping
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Marvin Whatnell, J. D. Sexton,
tat 144 per cent of the 1947-49 that over 26.000
summer doldrums.
made daily from Murray tele- treated properly.
George Hart, Vernon Hale, Dr.
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sales
Retail
Rob Mason, Vernon Stubblefield,
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The J. H. Churchill
The executive council of
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ported.
months, ber el the Called party, before
Home was in charge of arrange- Murray Training Chapter of the
The Agriculture Department, at displayed in the last few
the call is completed.. As exf
ments.
Future Homemakers of America the same time, said net farm the economists said, industrial
plained by Mr. Riddle, one operaheld their annual meeting at the income was running at an' annual output is likely to climb ;back
tor can handle only about 65
home of Miss Inez Haile, chapter rate of $12.600,000.000 — up 500 to the all-time high of • last
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chapter
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gains were attributed
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every
and
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lumber
Suiter
include
Janice
ent
some
readjustm
of
the meeting.
prices. The economists said
Mr. Riddle further pointed out has been appointed Chairman
elected historian d u e to the of the increase reflected a larger steel.
'a large per cent of the the Explorer "Citizens Now" Conthat
housing
new
in
office..
upturn
the
If
that
at
vacancy in
volume of goods being sold. They
calls that go to the Information ference which will be held
Benita Maddox, chapter presi- added that many firms have continues, lumber output Is beund
for telephone num- the Kenlake Hotel, Nov. 1st and
are
Operator
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the
of
some
chapter
Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Kuykendall
dent, and Miss Haile,
whittledd own inventories so that to recoup
2nd, 1957. Col. Jackson holds
(Continued on Page Two)
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a
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a
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annuiti...ate of one at between 80 and 85 per cent
the
above
The Kuykendalls are the parents of two
record fol. Tuskegee High School in Alabama
complete
Monday's
high 77 to 82.
KuyPreston
and
Ohio,
years.
million units of new, construc- of capacity.
for seven
Mrs. Glathen Windsor of Akron,
Once production of 1958 roddels lows:
The Explorer "Citizens Now" kendall of Hazel Route One. They have one grandchild
Friday
from
The Dorcas class of the First tion.
admitted
Patients
s
Some 5:30 am. temperatures:
economist
government swings into high gear,
One responsible
Conference is sponsored by. the
Louisville 58, Lexington 60, Bowl- Baptist church will meet tonight
to be baying 9:00 A.M. to Monday 9:00 A.M.
and one great grandchild.
economist told the United Press expect „car makers
Four Rivers Council, Boy Scouts
all relatives
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more
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How
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Members are asked to please that the
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kinsville 82.
production to turn up during to the new models.
note change in meeting place.
Evansville, Ind., 37,
Little effect from the nationwide telephone strike has been
felt thus far in Murray. Calls
have been going through as usual
with apparently no slowdowns.
According to wire reports today, however, the strike is still
far from being settled as II
nationwide basis.
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come
everywhere.
The major said it would be
4
one would have 19
siiiatabouL engineer- possible to build, a mach bigger
ing to understand
• 'way so main valuable property must capsule than the -one he rode in.
.Herwever, despite the close quarbe destroyed to build super-highways, but it takes no ters, he said he experienced no
engineenrig knowledge - to know when anything is mis- physical chtLculty and iev en
managed to catch several "catrepresented. .
We know one of the most attractive features of the naps."
The major said he felt he was
proposed federal super-highway system was that 'it on the "edge a heaven- looking
would bypass cities just like privately built Systems, at mortal man below" as he
such as the Pennsylvania and New Jerey turnpikes, by- neared the end of his ascent.
"I saw seghte like I've never
pass them. We alo know the busiest group engaged on seen befere. The clouds Looked
the preliminary' steps in the program are real estate a- like cuttun balle and the earth
gents who are buying options as fast as they can gather was a combination of faded
mates looking like something
information on proposed expressways through our larg- that
had been washed too much."
est cities.
Simons, who reached a record
Before we go too far on the expensive program we height fur a manned Ireton,
ought .to take a new look and try •to determine the real said multipie man flights sto it
least 20 miles would eventually
reason for - it, whether it is .to improve traffic or create become routine in man's
search
new millionaires.
for the answers to space travel.
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patient patient just a bit longer. President Eisenhower's dentist in
Dr. k rank (Bud) Taylor is England, is going to give
the
TUFSDA1 — Sr:0MM HER 17. 114:i7
about through with the golfing big try today. Rudolph. his opwars ana he il be home soon — to ponent, is an Army private. who
— stay.
would just love to polish off the
A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
laylor, a 40-year old * molar -mate biass."
menaer, is the old war-horse
But Doc isn't worried about
Where the spirit ei the Lord is, there is
at the four survivors vino meet spotting him 17 years and longer
liberty.
11 Corinthians 31:17.
today in the serrunnals of the drives.
L. J. Amateur gulf championship.
Little men hedge themselves about with
The other three -are camparative I "You drive for show but you
narrow creeds. Their way is they think the
putt for dough," Taylor grins.
kids.
only way. But there is a wideness in God's
Putting Sharp
And Dr. Bud has juts about
He has proved this repeatedly
mercy like the wideness of the sea.
shad it."
in his early matches, being a
Tournament golf, he insisted mere seven under par in his
as he went wearily out ter a six victories, and primarily be;36-hole bout with 23-year old cause of his putting. Taylor has
COSTLY HIGHWAYS
Ciarksville, played with a great many of his
Mason ituaulph
ferule is just too much work.
pro friends and in two U. S.
-lye been playing serious golf Opens was unperturbed in matchthe 'asiest thi,ngs oVenft-11,seet-t$T) be
waste tfor about five years because I ang shots with such as Tommy
k./ public funds, and if elected, or appointed, officials wanted to play in the Masters, Bolt, Porky Oliver, Chick Harbert
the Open, the Amateur and make and Dave Douglas.
steal some of the money they handle it seems to be quite the Walker Cup team," he ex- In the last round of the Masters
alright providing they, give the public the improveifents plains:a. "Itve done all those this year only two players broke
things and, in-the process, almost 70 on the final round: winner
itancants, regardiess of what they may Cost.
lest my love for golf and neg- Doug Ford with a 66 and Taylor
hen tne •tamous kusenhower -proposal to build a ected my dental practice."
with a 69.
fifty billion dollar super-tugnway system was first made
Work 6100 Much
So, while bone-tired, his hopes
added,
it was roundly applauded toy tne public because we all "Thu kind of golf," .he
--requires constant pi-aches...It's! are high that he will be able
want such a system built.
'•-• •
Just too much work and I don't to beat Rudolph and then in
. If _we bad been told a major part of our Money intend
Keep at it. Irom now the finals take on the winner of
25-year old
would be used to buy property inside the limits of some 'en, my got! is strictly for laughs." the match between Memphis
and
of ex- Hillman Robbins of
edge
the
on
is
faytor
of our largest cities we woditi have' looked with suspiAmahausuun because of the nervous 21-year old Rex Baxter of
cioñ. on tne plans and surmise that At was a giganuc • and physical energy consumed rillo. After that, he and his wife,
swindle.
tour aays to Shirley, will head for home to
oy six ruurios
•
semifinals.
Su alter stay.
the
reach
As matters stand real, estate is changing hancirr"She's been patient," Taylor
mis one the 145-pound former
reaUy at an alarming rate and huge population centers
Southern California shortstop is laughed, "and so have my paare being shifted in all our major clues to make way eeng back to casual golf and tients. We're all aching fur me
give turnieff erne' fur the chick to get home."
for the express routes we were told would bypass

..se*•••

•
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By MILTON RiCHMAN
the 10th to truce in the winning
United Press Sports Writer
run.
Those pallbearers" had better
Johnny Klippstein of the Redfind therhselves another funeral legs pitched a six-hitter while
(Continued from Page One)
By UNITED PRESS
somewhere because the suddenly Southpaw Johnny Poctres was the tive and instructional program
came - alive Milwaukee Braves loser. Podres gave way to Ed of our schools is constantly exdon't look as if they're going to Roebuck after Ed Bailey opened panding. You deal more with the
L Pc?
GIs play the fall guys for a National the 10th with a single and Roe- pupils' personal lives than with
League burial party.
New York
91 53 .632
buck issued the game-deciding their academic lives. In this role,
Just when everyone was de- walk to Taylor.
you often represent the philosoChicago
84 57 .596
54
Boston
76 67 .531 141.2 spairieg of his chances, that MilRain cancelled a scheduled phy of .your school to its patrons," he mkt.
waukee "patient" showed a de- game between the Orioles
Detroit
73 68 .524
and
cided turn for the better today Indians and also washed
Baltimore
"Thus you find ;ourselves in
69 73 .486 21
out a
Cleveland
-and it could be
68 74 .479 22
crisis is past, game between the second-place a position to do anr important
Washington
54 88 .380 36
what with the end of a three- White Sox and Senators. The job in interpreting the function
Kansas City
52 89 .369 3744, game losing streak and a more Chicago - Washington game will of the schools to the parents. I
comforting three-game lead in be replayed Sept. 30 only if it think we are fortunate in having
the race.
has a direct bearing on the fin- so many competent people servin the capacity of pupil perThe Braves broteght the big ish esf any of the first
four ingnel
workers in . Kentucky,".he
Cleve. at Baltimore, canc., rain. change about when they snapped American League clsibs.
added.
out of their slump with a 14-hit
Chicago at Wash., canc.,' rain.
Martin pointed out that stuOnly gemes scheduled.
attack that .overcame the Philadents dropping out of school are
delphia Phillies, 5-1, Monday
helping contribute to the unemnight.
ployment problem and are fie
A Brighter Air
suiting in increases in t
Gone was the morgue - like
e
Detroit at New York
(Continued from Pig.'Ossa)
amount of juvenile delinquency:ea-ab:nosphere- which had pervaded
Cleveland at Washington, night
"Reeable authorities telt us
the Braves' clubhouse following attendance to Ihe Leadership
Chicago at Baltimore, night
Kansas City at Boston, night
Sunday's loss to the Phils. Ab- Training Camp in Hardinsburg, that we can expect by 1965 nese'
than a million and k half unemsent also'was • Fred Haney's bit- Kentucky.
Plans were discussed and for- ployed youngsters
the late-•
ing reference of "Here come the
Tomorrow's
mulated tea attending the officer pool who have dropped
paillailarers" as. writete entered
out .1
training meeting Sept. 28 at school between the ages
the Milwaukee dressing room
of 14
Chicag. at Baltimore, night
Headland
High
School.
and 17. These buys and gird
after the Cardinals had cut the
Clevelnd at Washington, night
•
Members
of the executive are untrained and unskilled
lead to 2as -games on Sunday.
Detroit at New York
anti
The chief three Milwaukee council present at this meeting unschooled. What possible up,
Kansas City at &seem,
Were: Benita Maddox, president; purtunities a r e
players who helpd dispel 'the
avallane
gloom' were Wei Buie, Del Rice Frankie Clark, secretary; Betty them?" he said.
Thomas,
treasurer;
Millis
Gibbs,
and Johnny began.
•
reporter; Sonja Jones, song leadBuhl
jipting his first com•
plete
ince• he ivas side- er:. Clara Hutsur, parlimentarian;
W L Pct, GB
'lined with arm trouble Aug: 18, Wanda Tile, devotional leader
Milwaukee
86 57 .601
held the Phelies to eight hits and student teachers, Ars. lone
(Continued from Page Ore.
St. Louis
113 60 .580
3
and
eles Harriet bers of subscribers
the only run he yieloed was Henderson
and
esti
Brooklyn
80 65 .552
7
current Issue of the
unearned in the eighth, inning. Smith.
Cincinnati
74 69 .517 12
directory, which was
The victusy was Bunes seventh
Philadeiehia
72 73 .497 15
BAR CONFIDEN7AL
to Murray subscriberNew Vie k
68 78 .466 19% in a row and I-7th of the season
August I. He further i•
•
58 88 .397 29as -against six losses.
Pittsburgh
•
LONDON
•II4
The trade that a reference to the
He is 5-0 against Philadelphia
'56 87 .392 30
paper
"National
Newsagent. Book di....etiey for- telephone reamers
This year.
Rice, never much. of a slugger, seller, Stationer" pointed out, that would add to the seed ar.
Yesterday's
paid a homer off loser Harvey nee-etageres who sell smuggled efficiency til the service on copies of the American magazine only the calls for numbers
Milwaukee- 5 Philadelphia 1, night raddix in the third inning and "Confidential" are
liable to a fine In the current directory. but , •
Cute. 3 Brklyn• 2, 10 inn.,.night :he Braves were never headed. of up
to $280 or two year:: in on calls actually requiring e L
wo
ggbant‘iseet
•aded
has
.
t he
,_ Braves' attlitk prison.
Only games scheduled.
formation service.
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Look Up...

(Continued from Page One)
'inc possioilny that the relatively influenza virus may develop into...A.3MM ..danitgrous_varient was pointed out today. by
Dr. Leroy E. Burney, ,Surgeoe
General, Public Health Service.
Writing in the Septemoer "14
issue ot Hospitals, Journal if
tne American testental XiSuCidLik,n. Dr. Burney saici: "Su far
The victory reduced the Bray
there has been little varee:on
es' pennant - clinching "Magic
a'the severity of the illness end
number" to nine. They have 11
unI) three deaths have been res.- Philadelphia at Chicago
games left to play as do the
pereei in the United States as Pittsburgh at Cincinnati % night,
second-place Cardinals.
re:suite-1g from the curnplicatiens New York at Milwaukee, night
Eirooklyn at St. Louis, night
Redlega Eliminated
st influenza.
In the only other inane played
"From the 'clinical viewpoint,
M,inday night. the Cincinnati
a nitiji4 concern is the puss:n:114
Tomorrow's Games
Redlegs defeated the Brooklyn
that a more virulent variant ot
Dodgers, 3-2. in 10 innings but
:he Asian type may emerge and New York at Milwaukee. night
were mathematically eliminated
set off a tragic sequence such as Brooklyn at St. Louis, night
from pennant contention due to
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, night
uccurred in 1918-19," he said.
the Braves' triumph. • .
Only games scheduled.
He ubaerved, "The trend of
Rookie outfielder Joe Taylor
itnitiinfluenza in 1957 points
caiitly toward stillicientl; nigh PENNANT RACES AT A GLANCE drove in all there of Cincinnati's
rum. He hit solo hemers in the
rates .of attacis and repicley
By United Press
first and sixth innings and then
cuspersion to warrant maximum
W L Pct. GB GK walked with the beset full in
aga.nst
immunization
passible
American League
the new strain of influenza.
10
"Properly cun.stituted vaccine New York 91 53 .632
is the only preteneve for this Chicago • 84 -57 .5e6 5,i 13
National League
disease."
(Continued from Page One)
11
Ur. Burney urged that has.pitai Milwaukee 66 57 .601
Ledger & Times. File
(Continued from Page One)
and the V..,rus "next tezm or persennel
83 60 .580 3
11 Federation
ineciiletect eseans: St. Lutes
of Women's Clubs
semester" acre used.
Asian
influenza,
so
:net sin lee
and of the fieieth anniversary
Billy FLA gu.-011. star of -the Murray High School- foot- Sheibeurne said if there were
etch
ot.
epidemic, tney will
of the Murray Club's federation.
ball team last year. was admitted to the Houston-McDe- any misunderstanding about the
litee
Those taking part in the provitt Clink. late yesterday afternosp!s. He suffered from in- effective 'date of the Order, he oe more pfly..w.$141y
tne cnatienge of increased v. •rkBy United Press
gram were Mrs. John Pasco, Mrs.
juries''sustained while practicing with the. MSC football would sign,a supplemental judg- eiad anti sus:anted
expesure• to
NEW YORK — Garnet (Sugar) E. C. Parker, Mrs. H. B. Bailey,
ment calefyiria it.
squad.
.he uisease.
Hart, 1461.4, Philadelphia, drew Jr.. Mrs. Robert Hahs, Mrs. J.
NAACP
petition
The
filed
.
was
Mrs. Wm. H. Sisterhenm. of Caromado, Calif., is the
-In audition,' if a dmit etr'sit- with Charley -(King) Cotton, 151, A. Outland, Mrs. C. C. Lowry,
guest of her parents, Mr. and 'Mrs._it'll Hood, 1601 In U. S. District' Court here last uation ute•ifiaiies,e they Can inure Toledo, Ohios(10)•
Mrs. Ben Trevathan, Mrs. A. F.
alleging'
Negro
31,
16
Jan.
that
Farmer Avenue.
secureiy aesurne leadership in
Doran. Mrs. M. C. Ellis, Mrs.,
pupils were denied admission to
IT.
Miss Elizabeth Caldwell, daughter of Mr: and Mrs.,ninon
ant guiding atralignic
PARIS — • Alphonse lialimi, Myrtle Wall and Mrs. Edwin
High Schee ifT _February
'siiziiu6i 3' yesources Inrutian the
Ho ustuo-C•sistwel4,--441-tse---nriect-try--George ROTiert 11166.
Tfi
sco
uc
tia
kild
ecT:to2ult.(
Ciativin
c Larsen,
ol crisis." according to lirT9roanTrirr—we,
Montgomery,' Jr., In At•hiand City, _Tenn., tonight- at .7. -The school board was ordered pci
Special music for the Occasivn
title).
was presented by Mrs. Glenn
o'clock.
to file an integration plan with /di. Burney.
Doran, Mrs. Howard Olila, Mrs.
Mrs. A. J. Clendenon of Almo. Ky., annonnees the the court but failed to do so. kic maintained that - "hospitals
Stub Wilson and Mrs. Richard
marriage of her daughter, Maurelle, to John Ned Nance Freeland then prepared a de- al. ,,‘t.r tut: Lniteci Seites may
Farrell accompanist.
•.
fault judgment on 5helbourne's .)t1J4:1141-ite rocuro tact-hands open
of Mayfield, Ky.
thew'. seriiicts :1 Asian. influenza
At- the conclusion of the prof,rder.
'
strikes our eenimunities
gram, Mrs. Owen presented to
etnci
)
d..6
1
aerrues-p-r•esireels the tail and • (Continued from Page
the club, a scroll from the na•
One)
1 •••
Win,era• and catted for "teeetve switchboards in the 14 lung- tional headquarters recognizing
preventive meaeures taken now." distance
aivisuesseeo u idings the Murray Woman's Club's fifty
lee new vaccine meet ler in- throughout the courahy were be- years of Federation affiliation.
(Continued from Page Onej-*(Coatisitsad
frees
Pegs
One')
(Continued horn Page Onel '
ocui•itieri 'against Asian ineuveza, ing manned at Irom 63 to 100
Mrs. Musick accepted the scroll
over most re the State today •but. conference is to demonstrate to
and baby girl. Dexter. Mr Buford
WilA
aeseeiped specificaiiy to per eent-of normal by supervisory on benalf of the club and recoga .storm in the Gulf of Mexico Exifilorer Scouts that they are
H. Brown. Box 491.
Mrs,
comeat the Asian..••type A•tvirus personnei
no operators who nized the past presidents of the
Is - expeced to move northeerd. participating members of their
James Albert Ragsdale and baby
organization.
which was 10./1.114.11 .
y. crossed pickal lines.
reaching.. the Louisiana case homes and committees today and
bey. St. 6, Murray: Master Dickie
The general officers were hosDirectly atfeetea by the - walk.01 the
that the privileges and obliga- alter ear,y oulort-aks .
Wednesday.
•
'
•
-Gale Thornton, 509 Vine St..
fal•eiSV, according to or. Burrig;y. out are 23,1,00 memuers et the tes.ses to a tea
which followed
real
have
and
as
they
are
tions
Rain
trim
the
will
sterm
.very
Murray; _Mr Clell Peterson.. N.
phanpaceut.ca I mahutac- CWA who install telephone the meeting.
imhurtant now las they will be
18th St.. Murray, Mrs. Dallis'. likely reach ease seethern Ken- when' the Explorers become turers are writing Featured
on
speaker's
the
iiruubsi• tne equipment in Bell System exElkins. Dexter. Master Kerry D. tucky by Wednesday' nigh*
adults. Exploring is a character •
'..warU a goal of ete-ealee cnasige offices in 43 states.i'They table was a federation emblem
Western Kentucky — fee
Schroeder, Rt. 1. Aline: Mr. /lupe
building program for boys (out- Awn cc •teleale
terr.-1,- litaish;;- event on strike when prcaractea Which was made by Mrs. Henry
use 'Coheon. He S. Murra): Mrs. cloudy and ceil today and
negotiations over .a nee contract Holten. The Garden Department
ne said.
80.- low. 1 teen y evs oldin older,
Bale lee DeeLer and baby girl, night. high today 75
_••kitp..im-nce with. pr,evieus in- Droste dawn early Meineay. ehe was in charge' of Meal arrangenten71 Mr, J,k Phillips 1 tonight 53 ti • 58. Increasing
17WDunea viCCUICS•• indicates llidt a only states urratlected oy the ment send tea table appointand baby boy. 403 N. 5th St., cloudiness aria a little watiner CanCer • • •
untie inieetioh . of true vaccine waikout are Maine. Vermont, ments.
(Continued from Page One)
Murray: BareeeCielis _Guthrie and Wietnesday. hien 77 to 82. Hurru.
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Attention Farmers

1

ASC orders for lime spreading.
WE ARE NOW VENDORS FOR THIS COUNTY,
for lime, instea d of the Calloway County Soil Improvement Association.
We will give the same courteous service we have
given the last twelve years.
We will accept your

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
Phone 1219

!lute] lliginkily

Murray Wiomans

Fight itcsuits

Murray Does.

aum„...

•

Basketball ...

I

•

•

Col. Jackson ...

Murray Hospital...
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les Steel"SALESMAN'S" Desk
Tids leaedsente Cele steel desk melees It easy to
emonizo work I Has four roomy drawers for ssolionary,
supplies or reference materials. 3 adjustable storage comportments, under lock and key to prevent petty pilferage.
So smartly styled, so beautifully mad. and priced so low.
40" wide, 291/
.
2 high, Is- deep. Oliva groom of Cole gray

baked snood finish.

Ns.PM

IMIlaie

video end este

$3995

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.
OF THE

LEDGER
ust./gli05 TIMES

•

•

'
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•
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Come
Party
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Delinquency ...

(Continued from Page One)
tive and instructional program
of our schools is constantly expanding. You deal more with the
pupils' personal lives than withgi
their academic lives. In this role, w
you often repre9ent the philosophy of your school to its patrons," he said.
"Thus you find ;ourselves in
a position to do are important
jub in interpreting the function
of the schools to the parents. I
think we are fortunate in having
so many competent pepk serving in the capacity of pupil per-,.
Donne' workers in ,Kentucky,"
added.
Martin pointed out that students dropping out of school ai.
helping contribute to the unemployment problem and are r. suiting in increases in t h s
amount of juvenile delinquenc '
"Reisable authorities tell to
that we can expect by 1963 moo
than a million and
half unemployed youngsters In the
pool who have droppixl out ut
whys,' between the ages of 14
Ind 17. These boys and gir.s
ire untrained and unskilled an:
What possible. En (19Chrloir4.
>urturuties a r e avallattee
hvinr he said.

rogress Made
'hristian
Unity, Writer

WEST SENECA, N. Y.- aft Being a willing worker (without
pay) in the West Seneca volunteer fire .department still pays
off. expentes-paid $7,500 trip
to Miami' and Havana from the
Sy. LOUIS CASSELS
United Press Staff Correspondent annual receipts of 'renting their
--- -fire -hall to a bingo operator.
OBERLIN. Ohio Itf1
Church
The lucky members were seleaders agreed.lisserba 1.haA'-alliaRore -Arne, 'bre-lr'greird
rant progress toward Christian piled by their willingness to
unity has been achieved at the
eicart.,0 .1.1* hall. tend bar
Oberlin conference of'47 Protes- and otherwise serve the comtant and Orthodox denominapany."
tions.
The conference will end Tues.
y with 'adoption of "a message
INVITES NEWSMEN
the churches" summing up the
-pulls of eight days of unity
MANILA Sri - President Carlks by nearly 500 leading theo- los P. Garcia today invited Westgians, ministers aod laymen.
ern newsmen to cover the PhilipThe message is expected to pines' November elections closely
all on local churches throughout to see they are condUcted fairly
orth America to continue dis- and freely. He denounced "cerussion of issues raised here at tain!' U. S. magazines and newsthousands of interdenominational papers, which he did not identify,
conferences on the community for stories accusing him of vote
level.
buying in the recent convention
Dr. Samuel McCray Cavert, of the ruling Nacionalista Party.
executive secretary of the U. S.
conference for the World Council TWO GAIN AUTHORIZATION,
of churches, said it is necessary
for "rank and file Christians"
WASHINGTON 11ff — The State
to learn, as delegates to Oberlin Department has authorized two
Shave learned. _".the unity which more news-gathering orgenize-_
they have by reason of faith in lions to send correspondents to
one Lord is of '(vastly) greater Red China if. the Peiping governmoment than any of the things ment will admit them. The North
that divide them.",
American Newspaper Alliance and
Episcopal Bishop Angus Dunn the Wall Street Journal added
of Washington, D. C., chairman, to the list.

ur(eous service we have

1UCK LINES
Hazel Highway

TELEMOVIES: First Run Films Right in the Home

Care Needed
In Use Of
Tranquilizers

tionally and to continue his peeled • to remove" the anxieties
emotional "growth and develop- sellich result from the ability
of .,the conscious mind to see
inent."
He was lecturing medical men things and to be alarmed by
on scientific common - sense some of those things, he said,
pathrough the technical journal of adding: "both physicians and
the American Academy of Gen- tients have in many instances
eral Practice, because there is uncritically assumed, or hoped
rs)
a great deal of unscientific drugs that the ataractics (tranquilize
among the general public, even would somehow handle this anxiety.
among the doctors..
"Often they are disturbed when
For one thing, tranquilizers
"cannot and should not be ex- their wonder drugs do not work

By DELOS SmiTH
United Press Science Editor
NEW _YORK ilfl - The scientific, common-sense way for a
doctor to dose an anxiouS patient
.1>sviffe.'''111.11:041MC/MillUkliti
'
hold down the doses, enough
for him "to' retain sonte' 01 Mt
anxiety, a physician said today.
For instance, let him retain
midnoon
to
from
turn
projectors
movie
Four
elms.
now
televises
which
711114ormer movie theater
a "mild overactivity" of the .
homes.
Bartlesville
into
them
send
and
screen
the
from
Ulna
the
up
night, and TV cameras pick
sympathetic nervous system, such
_
as palpitations, sweating, jitteri=
ness, slips of the tongue and
the like," ,continued Dr. H. Keith
Fischer of the Temple University
Medical Center, Philadelphia.
"This amount of anxiety is
compatible with efficient intellectual and physical-twork, acceptable social activities, and good
physical health," he said. But
more important, from this level
me doctor can most effectively
treat the emotional difficulties
which cause anxiety
"Psychotherapy" - mind treatment - is the only curative
treatment for over-anxiety; and
tranquilizers and other drugs are
useful only to the extenFlhIi
they make psychotherapy caries
and more effective, he asserted
In applying it, the doctor must
help the anxious patient to solve
his problems, to mature emu-

said the Oberlin talks have been
conducted in the most amicable
constructive spirit he has witnessed in 35 years of participation
BUY
of the worldwide church unity
movement.
attached to TV set enables subscrib.
Here Is part of the 75 miles of coaxial cables Small switch
" Instead of squaring off to fight
films Into home TV sets. ers to watch either regular TV or Telemosies.
carry
which
Linea
and
denomiown
in defense of their
motion picture screen into homes In Barnational positions, he said, the
MERE IS the setup by which movies are televised from a
a month subscribers receive 26 films,
delegates have displayed a sintlesville, Okla., by a new system called Telemovies. For $9.50
setup is a project of Video Independent ''..,Neacere willingness to "learn from
13 first runs and 13 "beat in re-runs." The Bartlesville
The project is being watched by those interested
one another in Christian humilters, an Oklahoma City, Okla., movie house circuit.
setup cost around 1300,000. A 850,000 lass
ity."
In the much-discussed "subscription television" idea. The
(International)
To many participants, the most
the first year is expected on top of that, and then profits.
impressive aspect of the conferCAR CRUNCHER
ence has been the strongly orthoNO TUB EQUALS DIVORCE
dox tenor of doctrinal discussions. It has been strikingly
LONG BEACH, Calif. a? -Mrs
CLEVELAND 81/ - A judge
evident in all conference working
John J. Terrell paid $95 damage
wife's
sessions that America's leading today pondered whether a
for backing into a small foreign
the
theologians have returned en denying her husband use of
roadster with her conventionalis
masse to "biblical Christianity." family bathtub for 12 years
car. She said she' heard a
sized
S.
Manyy ears ago, a_.conference grounds /or divorce. Eugene
noise but explained,
"crtmohing"
..•
had
of this type would almost cer- Klepek, 41, testified that he
C. WALZER
had run over a
I
ELMER
thought
By
"I
tubs
tainly have resulted in pitched to use the basement laundry
Edna,' cardboard box."
Financial
Press
United
bottle between theologians ad- because his wife became infuriathering to the classic Christian ed "if I left a towel out of place
NEW YORK Alt — Stocks
ANSWERS CALL OF WILD
creed and "modernists" w h o or dripped water On the floor" should dip in September if the
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by Raebuino Van Buren
ABBIE an' SLATS

S
WHAT IN THE WORLD IS TH
GIRL TALKING ABOUT, 50N ASKING WHO'S MINDING
ouP GROCERY STORE?
IS THIS SOME KIND
OP CONTINENTAL
CHARADE?

ASHA,',,,ED
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE
TING A
OPERA
AND
G
OWNIN
OF
.
OCERY 5T0RE, MRS. BCYD,
AFTER
IT'S HONEST
LABOR.'

Aie.n• I CAN IMAGINE ALL THE
SACRIFICES YOU AND YOUR
BILLY
HUSBAQ MADE To SEND
TO PARS To
STUDY ART,
TOO, -

ROCKY-I VE BEEN
TRYING TO TELL. YOU
SOMETHING, BUT
YOU WOULDN'T
LISTEN; NOW
YOU'D (CHOKE)

TELL ME
BILLY ?'

-7 BETTER

by Al Capp
LIL' ABNER

SHE'LL BE AS
vi BRANT; AS
ALIVE AS
THE DAV
SHE WAS
..
BURIED"

OEY.r.r- IS
DOCK DON
HIRR.-BOT,
I GOT HOLT
SOMETH I NG!'
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FEDERAL .COURT ORDER CLAMPED ON NASHVILLE

Televiewers
11 ill Get
Lot Of Music
By
VERNON SCOTT
Un.ted Press Staff Correspondent
Man the
•HOLLYWOOD 4
lifeb•jaiss men-Eddie Fisher. scanning-, The upcoming TV season.
•• predicts tele\'ewers will drawn
-ikaaden. 'alk-t7iF,Wies_ ood'a
.fociLing."- -"Sedrases sl&•
."Fm
attempt mg- ter ceneeen - as- - nein
"There'll be 27 musical-variety
shelve lined up this fall — morr.
than all the westerns and eemed
programs put together.
"Ins a real jamboree. and I'm
afraid we all an't last." Without batting an eye the
tousle haired singer ticked et
a few of the emcees headed
toward the nation's living roorr.s
—Frank Sinatra. Dean .Martin
Perry Como. Dinah Shore. Tennessee Ernie Ford. Bob Hope.
Guele GacKenzie. Jerry Lewis.
Polly Bergen. Rosemary Clooney.
Pat Boone. -Patrice Nlun.sel and
Guy Mitchell.
"And That's only half of 'ern."
he said. sipp.ng on a - Vodka_
gimlet. "Then there's a whole
__bunch -of spectaculars coming up.
too.
"We'll have the daindest raundever
robin -al- ififkit 4.tal•••
saw. Everybody will be working,
-"on everyone else's shows. Guest
stars ire expensive, but we'll
all be getting them for nothing.
"Course. I'll have to shea
up on other programs ta ge!'
people to put as Appe•arance•
on mine. We'll even be crossino
network lines.
_ -But I have one guest under
complete control. She'll be on
my opentng program. Onober
first. She happens to be Debbn
Reynolds."
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For BRIGHT

'Never Know What
God Has In Mind
,For Person's Life'

•••••••••••••

Two Story •
House Makes
A Comeback

Exciting color and form can
PLEASE COMPLY!!
garden by
GARDEN CITY, N. Y. !en --•I be added to the rose
a nd
Letter received by Mitchel Air planting Golden Showers
two winners
the
Bouquet,
White
homea
from
officials
Base
Force
Rose Selecowner living near the end of a of the AU-America
•1
runway: "Please do not use the tions Award for 1957.
runway before noon Saturday. I
am Showing my house; to a
prospective buyer."

By PATRICIA WIGGINS
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON .41" --You never know what God has up his
sleeve for you, so to speak,"
NOVEL EXPLANATION
By ROBERT F. COLLH
said the bright-eyed nun in her I
MILWAUKEE AP — Police said
•
Unaed Press Staff Correspondent
grey habit.
Dewey Von Jordan, 23, had a
Sister Maria Del Rey might •
You Con Have
TON al — Many half a grass of whisky and an
•
WASHING
been
for
have
speaking
well
report the two - story open pocket knife up his sleeve
builders
than
600
more
the
*delegates
all
is staging a strong come- when he was stopped on a street
to the eighth annual meeting House
4
for questioning. His erplanation—
back.
g
For cooking.
Mission-Sendin
Societies
of the
- estateetaap,
.steie
wareare.
there
say
Wide,.
They
&mane
•
‘the,
hanks&
water
holic
church,
.the Ittnnan,Cet
its while he drank the whisky in
le-nrrinias atter- Catholic fay- the ranch-type rage- has run
clothes drying
course, with more builders swit- public,
missionariejia varying garbs
___-..........----- -----..t.--i••••.••
and -heating
the traditional
c ing
accents from far-off cornersa14-11
raeo
„
the globe are turning their head. two-stories.
Installatien
homes along with their popular
Fur
There 'are two reasons, ac- split-levels. But based onSonquarters hotel here into a sort
Economy
:
to
contractors
to
cording
struction costs, there appears
of international parish where At-.
PROPANE
be a sharp cut off point below
rim is as well-represented as and customer appeal.
found
has
industry
The building
Maryknoll, N. Y.
which it is not -practical fur the
.
Sister Maria Del Rey,' a mum- that if the two-story house is builder to venture.
paps:rwoman turned nun, is gram built big enough it can be 'put
This point is around 1,200 to
the Mary knoll Mission — when up cheaper than a comparable 1,400 square feet of floor space.
she's not in Asia. South America ranch style borne. But as always, Below thee-figure the construc'105 N. 5th Si,
or some other spot on the globe. • it is the home buyer who has tion advantages of two floors
Ph, 1177
Murray, Ky.
But for the „three-day meeting made the biggest impact through decline sharply, a factor the
,
preferences
in
'his
consider
wing
her
under
It,
taken
has
should
she
.“..11114
•• C•.
home buyer
I
Solid and impressive
the 200 sisters from 45 orders
getting his money's worth.
a
of
looks
the
like
Buyers
also
the
and
sessions,
attending
is ending a hand in the press two-story house — solid and
Impressive. Bedrooms'onthe seen:km.
Iond floor are private — they
Recalls Firing
-Described as a crackerjack re- don't have to be kept in apple
porter from her stint on the pie order when entertaining.
It is easier for the builder
Pittsburgh (Pa.) Press, Sister
Maria Del Rey has chalked up to provide the extra bedroom
separate
an awesome total of five big- possible to provide a
also is
..„aelliess_ books in six years to' many families want. It
tdin-liie room.
Piness.
prove her writiiiiLoraine at it from the econe...)
She recalled with a laugh that
is usher city editor "had the nerve" I side. 'he two-story home
to heat,
cheaper
and
easier
uallv
•
after
just
1933
in
her
fire
to
Th.'s far, the comeback has
she'd returned from covering an
dent in
unemployment demonstration. Now not made much of a
toward split
she thinks the depression-born I the ourrent trend
the
firing was "God's way to give level Irenes. Builders feel
. split-level is a good idea and
rile a push from behind."
After leaving the 'Press, she here to stay,
Ranch-type Feels nines
entered the Maryknoll Mission !
It is the ranch-type house that
LIS a postulant. "I'd wanted to do I
it since high school, but I didn't has felt the pinch.
have scraphave the backbone," she explain-/ • Many developers
pad the ranch home and now
ed.
some two-story
Then her travels began Hawaii ',offer a choice of
was her first stop in 1938, a sint
that included three years in a mercy- and deals with a Maryhow to do it. Sprinkle VAPAM,
Weed -Free Tobacco Pods. Here's
Japanese internment camp. Her '-knoll Mission team' in Korea.
you get more seedlings
spring,
Come
now.
beds
on your seed
weight dropped down to 104 The short, ample nun describes
And only a few — if
many.
as
twice
to
per square yard — up
pounce She has since "improved all her books as "lighter side"
strong and vigorous.
really
are
any! — weeds. Your seedlings
efforts — "I can't be heavy
it by 60 pounds."
crops you've ever seen.
best
the
for
fast
transplant
con
You
Books Follow Internment
except in dimensions."
share your crop with weeds
Sister Maria Del Rey has InA 1948-49 trip through Asia
Make more profit next year! Don't
fired
VAPAM on your seed beds now.
Hfoopscrthotchhe:r. :led the city editor who
Put
diseases.
fist China
and
borne
soil
and
so easy and safe to sprinkle
to an "autographing party"
book,
y
her
No special equipment needed, It's
control and more profit.
weed
which was f•,ft ed by "Nun I 'Pittsburgh department shr.•
seedlings,
on. You get stronger
the Deportment of Agri.'
by
In Red China," -ln And Out The , is heeding for her and her nee
Approved
Do it now for best results.
month.
Andes" and "Bernie Became' A boaa mat
for all food and fibre crops.
rowers
leading
and
culture
Nun." "Bernie" is her most six'. i "He's a newspaperman from
the old school," said the nun
eessful book tad ate,
Florida
Stauffer Chemical Co.,Inc. Tampa,
Her next book, to be published used to cover • fires. "I 'hope he
regrets
no
got
tee
come.
Is
Name
teen
"Her
is
next month,
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Signing court order: Federal
Judge %% ahem C.. Miller.

C. S. Attorney
Moving for court order: Mayor Den W est 11.111.
school superinteridenL
Fred Elledge. and W. H. Ohs, r,

school. Attendance was low at this time.
White and Negro first graders lii Nashtille's Fehr
0

• ,z
•
-•
•
.alt ai the his: he said. 11
emal
Kamer
Net John Morestrie sits in Jail after arrest
.This ass. t g• es:"
.
spent.te see ls*Pe.
tor Sry lag to aid megregatiosist &aim Ifiespar.
of a federal
Influence
the
under
in Nashville, Tenn..
VIGILANCE WITH RELAXATION was in the air
on in the city's acbools. Some Negro
ceurt order restraanng interference with orderly desegregati
fIniensa.so
at home.
children were in classes. but many white parents kept their children
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THERE'S MORE
70 HEAR AND

KENGAS

Film Shop

Growing senuas. Eddie guessed
that halt the sariety efforts ,w• •
last more than a feg months.
nnlot only are there a heck of
ZENITH TV
a lot of shows,' he said. "but
By RON BURTON
1
they're lined up back la back.
4 trotitad Prue Staff Correspondent
The fat/T.1Lp 11•••••• /12323 i219.95
For instance. Polly Bergen fol••.•
••as Ta.
2 •
lows Perry Ceme and she in
liOLLYWFOD - 'IF — A
• ••E ••• ••••
U';.• t
•
at' [0a co a a
CLEVELAND- Ohio 411! — Steel blende Gorni! pear% named. Joturn is followed by Guele Maca today demands
Kenzie. That's an au ful lot of magazine
anna Moores has a hobby
•
far steel aisl productien have
music in a bunch.
the adopting stray dogs and eats
cames
!show
although
new
own
nghtly
"My
increaaed
as they can
right on the heels of Nat • King) hikes are not spread evenly until such times
is
rd
FCole's prograkro Ernie
across the range • of stet: pro- be nlaced in homes.
This gets a bit trying at times.
acts.
followed by Rosemary Ci aney
FINEST PICTURE DETAIL
naive
.—and like that.
• The national metalworking And
Miss Moore had a field- day
-There aren't 'that many good ,weekly said cold-rolled calbon
New Super
songs anal-rid.. PeepTe- tent- be sheets are most favored in the: recently when she went on loHORIZONTAL
listening 19 the- same tunes — increase as - a result of auto- cation for two films for UniverCHASSIS
about 50 great standards and makers' initial demands for 1958 sal-International. "Slim, Carter"
40 or ae tep- tunes'. I .just hope models. Other 'items also in and "Badge of Evil." Slit had
• E•tenciee 64.`d V 001; eel)! ear
:Icies
• ne cat at the start of location
—' •• .113. to MO 00C.
the public doesn't drown in 'that strong- demand are, hot-rolled ,
o c•-•• oito••••••tcl to 'eat. ire TV
commuhity, and
much music:
carbon sheets, cold-finished car- in a near-by
sc,se,tor greate• o .•.•e oetist.
Eddie will alternate ever) ether ben bars, and high carbon spring after four nights and numerous
rr•cnir
tra. o.s
&tom rest'
band TV reca••••• Has 11,300 vett*
howls had two cats and one dog.
week- with George. Gebel. who wite for automottHen
et :::..•• ctstr.
was in'also has a new hour-long musi• that despite the Two dant later the total
said
Steel
'cal-variety program with NBC- increase in ordering of these creased by one more dog when
moved to the San
• MORE PICTURE SPARKLE
TV.
products, rri;•st producers can Mal the company
for additional
-It's gent:a be a ball." Eldie
make September deliveries on 'erriando Valley
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"fest
•
New
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greatest
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conclude,:
shooting.
them.
v•!• • Y." The magazine reported that ' At thie writing there are half
#
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steel ingot praduction rose last a dozen dogs and -cats in her
ZT'4"'an sew 'striven
WI"".
gos ma: 0,
•tis swore", swat trw
fer the fourth consecutive apartment.
Dario*
weer twe and fast-o.ct,•es s
Man
-Lots of people Think it's
r.,9..le•ts New .oes.tin
week. Productmn edged up a half
••
ei.•• ••
p oet oser the preceding week. strange. I suppose," she said.
^aociette• masted,
PH
The output registered 83 per cent "But it makes me happy.' end.
,,:•t•ess. cur ottaa.
ta.sei •
of capacity in the week ending I just can't bear to see them
Sept 8. The magazine slid th.2 starve or get run over.
4
J •nn N. El- yield was 2.124.000 net tons and
BOST(sN
Jokes •
a-ce•ter finished pi-eduction was 4.5 per cent above
lis. 27. of
"Of course, there- are jokes
• high aehaia.
the -year's low mark of 78_5 per about my hobby—like one boy
He left - nigh school at -me age cent reesirded. the week ending who always says. 'Are all those
of 17 to enter the Army in 1947. July 7.
dogs under one woof' or some
'-When be got mut of the 'sertaiee
Steel said the auto iffd'Ustry thing, silly like that.
two .years later he decidtd s
''I'll have them all placed soon,
is not alone in exerting 'increased
• • 'college.- Basnan t'riive
demands for itel. It said the and ten the places will be taken
--i.- .larm implement industry can be by • more. I give them some
wed him to enter Or.
•..n he finish high sch,.: !re counted en too. The industraa is trainfbn and - attention while I
zsaduating frost college.
operating at 15 to 20 per cent have them, and if I have to
leave them alone I get someone
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cr eaeld
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The magazine said a 10 per , Miss Me said' her present
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.th his ban: school diplanna 'and cent boost anticipated in pre- activities are nothing when coinduetion of heusehold equipment pared to the way thing' used ts
.s ciaLlege degree at Iliesoat
next year will 'mean more busi- be bick home in Americus,
ersity's • c remencement. •
ness for partmakers. Bat it added Ga.r where at one time siporethat the long term trend among 1 called that she had active asVARIETY SNOW , -make ststance from her mother and
CHICAGO IF k-- Fear 'babies" appliance makers is to
father in finding homes for the
of the week- -at -the Brookfield rather than buy.
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I .411111 INA2
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Steel Demand
Increases
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Studebaker
MAN
SC O rr

MURRAY

"Your Zenith Dealer"

t

Lowest priced of all full-sized sedans
FIVE

•

••

The SCOTSM AN
Station Wagon

1995'
Today's loirest•pr owl
• roll-Hord Station

f

The fit OTSMAN
4-Door Sedan

1826'
Si1Pf
IS,,

hundreds of dollars Os
ull•stzed Sethi

directional signals,
'Includes Heater/defroster. as well as
wipers, mirror Only
spare tire and wheel, dual windshield
South Bend
local taxes it any and transportation from

It's been many a year since you've seen so much
value packed into an American car. You'll like the
crisp, clean lines and the style-wise functional interiors of these new Scotsman cars . . you'll enjoy
their easy handling, and you'll revel in the up to 29
mile-per-gailon performance of their powerful 6cylinder engines. There's full comfort,for six ... and
full luggage space too (93 cubic feet in the Station
Wagon'. For an only car ... for an extra car ... for
the business man on the road ... for a family taxi .
these new Studebaker Scotsman cars are today's
greatest value, See the new Scotsman today ... test
drive the model you like best.
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See all the oilier fine Studebaker.Packard cars too!
a

Studebaker-Packard
ajnizilt ern/el
'
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